
Case Study
Loyalty App Design



The Hynds Group was founded in 1973 by John and

Léonie Hynds.  Today the group is New Zealand’s

premier product supplier for the management of

water and water-based waste in the civi l  and rural

infrastructure markets and employees over 900

people.  Hynds consists of nine business units

including metal ,  concrete and plastic

manufacturing;  product importation and

distribution;  and trade supply.

The group has built  a reputation for being a

business that is  proudly family-owned and is in

keeping with John Hynds’  passion for innovation,

tenacity and customer service.  At Hynds emphasis

is placed on the building strong customer

relationships that are based on trust.  Caring for

people,  generating long term respectful

relationships and leading the industry in innovation

is at the heart of the business today.

ABOUT THE
COMPANY



Hynds wanted to insti l l  loyalty in their  customers.

They wanted to use a loyalty application to achieve

this.

Creating a loyalty app that would use rewards as an

incentive for customer spending was our goal .  The

rewards would be based around travel ,  customers

would earn a certain tier level of travel reward

depending on their level of spend. 

On this project we were collaborating with Metro

EXP, an Auckland based brand execution agency.

Due to this we didn’t start from scratch.  MetroEXP

had provided us with a concept of the UI (User

Interface) design for the app and a basic outline of

the UX (User Experience) design steps as well .

THE
PROBLEM

THE
SOLUTION

Design and develop a loylaty application for

Hynds customers.



Turn the initial  design concept into a

functional prototype 

OUR OBJECTIVES

Expand on the basic UX steps we were given to

begin with

Enter the development phase to create a

functional application that delivers (Loyalty)

WHAT WE
DELIVERED

Created a working prototype

Waiting on client

feedback to start

development phase



Research

Planning

Design

Prototype

Development

Market Research (Research Clients Competitors)
Product/ Service Research
Gain Understanding of the Client
Gain Good Understanding of the User (Client's
Customer(s))
Create Customer Personas

Plan Solution to Client's Problem(s)
Generate User Flows
Create Features List (Gamification, eCommerce, etc)
Sketch Out Basic Wireframe/ Storyboard
UX (User Experience) Design

UI (User Interface) Design
Mockups
Styling 

Create Interactive Prototype 
Add Micro-Interactions
Add Animations
User Testing

Start Transitioning from Prototype to Product

Our Process:



Research

Planning

Design

Prototype

Development

What We Did:

Visit Hynds' website
Create customer personas
Define problem

Ideate
Expand on the current we
were given the user flow and
UX Design 
Create wireframe for site

Continue with the design
concept we were given
UI Design

Create interactive
prototype to send to client. 
Get feedback

Ready to hand over
prototype and assets to
development team to start
building the application

If client is unhappy and wants
something chnaged we can
resort back to the desigb stage 

Launch! Waiting on approval from
client to begin development
phase.



RESEARCH

Because we were collaborating with another business on
this project we did not need to start from scratch. Due to
this our research did not need to be as extensive as usual. 

We needed to gain an understanding of who our client was
and what they stood for so that we could represent them
positively with our work. To do this we visited the Hynds
website. We found that Hynds is committed to giving back
to the civil contractors of New Zealand and takes pride in
looking after their customers. This was an obvious point we
wanted to incorporate into the loyalty app design.

The key questions we wanted answers to were:

Who are the Target Users?

What are their Needs?

What will Attract Users?



Customer
Personas:

A customer persona is a
fictional character we use
to represent a specific user
type that may visit our
website. We write down
certain demographics and
traits to paint a picture in
our minds of who the
target user is. This helps us
to tailor the user
experience to that user
type. 

Generally, we create
multiple personas
representing the
demographics and traits of
various user groups. 



PERSONAL
INFORMATION 

Age: 54

Work: Local Farmer in Hawkes Bay

Family: Wife, with 3 kids - aged 11, 15,

18. The family farm is run by Roger,

Bobs brother and Richard, Bobs

dad, who occasionally work on the

farm as-well 

as Bob. 

Character: Fun Loving, hard

working, problem solver, really good

time management, really good

interpersonal skills. 

Income: 80-100k a year

Gender: Male 

Ethnicity: Pakeha, New Zealand

 Education: Attended Smedly

farming school.

Location: Takapau, New Zealand. 

LIFE STYLE 
Bob works very hard to maintain the family farm, he works 5.30-

6 everyday. However, as hard as he works, he always makes time

for his kids. Bobs brother and father work on the farm as well,

however as Bob’s dad is nearly 80, which means he is

becoming more dependant on Bob and Roger to take over the

family farm.  Bob is in the volunteer fire brigade in the local

community, in which he assists with the local brigade where

there is either fires or car crashes. Bob is always looking for new

partners to partner up with the farm to make the place better

and more equipped with appreciate gear that isn't worn out.

BOB BROWN 
F A R M E R  

Personality 
Extrovert 

Thinker

Intuitive

Perceiving

PAIN POINTS
As Bob works very hard, his body is getting tired and more sore

everyday. Bob and his family live 30Km away from the farm, so it

makes it harder when he's home to come in quickly do a job

when his father cannot do it. Bob’s is always needing new

irrigation put onto his farm as he purchased his years ago, he is

requiring an updated version. He is also needing an upgraded

killing shed for the farm as the other one is falling down. The

farm itself is a very old, farm and its requiring now to be

upgraded with new equipment.  

PROBLEM 
Bobs farm is very outdated equipment wise, the gear is getting

very worn out and isn't working as it should be.

Bob is looking at doing another draining system that requires a

new water tank onto his farm to allow for more water to flow

throughout the farm

Bob is always looking for travel oppotnunities for him and his

family, however he can never find the time to book a trip. 

SOLUTION 
Hynds will supply Bob’s farm with NEW and improved

equipment that will be beneficial for the farm as it will make it

more efficient and more applicable to this day and age. Hynds

will supply a new and efficient drainage system for the farm

that will efficiently work. They will also supply a brand new

water tank.

With Hynds rewards app Bob can be in the chance to win a free

holiday to any destination (Bali, Vanuatu, Samoa, Fiji,

Rarotonga,) with only a simple purchase, and the more

purchases he makes the more liklely to win. 

PREFFERD TARGET MARKET
Age: 25-50 

Income: Wealthy, 100k-150K a year

killed working class; manual labour work 

Gender: Either male or female 

Agricultural sector, supply partner of choice for New Zealand’s

civil construction industry.

High education: Engineers, farmers 

New Zealand



PERSONAL
INFORMATION 

Age: 40 

Work: Works as a manager at the

Waste Water Plant in Hamilton. 

Family: Divorced with two kids under

the age of 10.  

Character: Hard working, persistent,

determined, fun-loving, really good

interpersonal skills. 

Income: 90-120k a year

Gender: Male 

Ethnicity: Pakeha, New Zealand

Education: Has a University degree in

environmental engineering with a

post-graduate degree in business.

Studied at the University of

Canterbury. 

Location: Christchurch, New

Zealand. 

LIFE STYLE 
Johnny is a hard-working that works 7 am-6 pm every day 6

days a week. Johnny's Job is his only priority. His main focus of

the job is to ensure the plant runs smoothly with no

complications. As he is the manager of the wastewater plant,

he is in charge of the staff and also ordering and updating the

gear that they use. The wastewater plant is always requiring

upgraded equipment for the plant to run smoothly and

efficiently. Johnnys job is to regularly update the old gear with

new and improved gear.

JOHNNY WILLOW 
C O U N C I L  W O R K E R  

Personality 

Introvert 

Thinker

Intuitive

Perceiving

PAIN POINTS
As Johnny is always working, his family suffers the

consequences.

As the plant itself needs the equipment to be upgraded every

3-6 months, Johnny struggles to find somewhere that will

supply him with good, defective equipment. 

The plant is requiring a more lightweight septic tank due to

their original one being far too heavy for the workers to move

and run.

PROBLEM 
Johnny is struggling to find a place where they supply the

goods fast and efficiently. Didn't know a reliable company that

he can trust and ensure they will produce the best quality

products.In need of a Lightweight septic tank ASAP as the old

one is far too heavy and the workers cannot use it anymore

due to this.

SOLUTION 
Hynds will supply the wastewater plant their equipment

efficiently as they operate a fleet of 60 delivery trucks ensuring

reliable stock availability to all corners of the country. Hynds is

a very reliable company with huge customer retention and

loyalty. They provide practically everything with regards to the

Civil and rural infrastructure industry. Hynds has lightweight

special tanks for sale on their website that you can enquire

about.

PREFFERD TARGET MARKET
Age: 25-50 

Income: Wealthy, 100k-150K a year 

Skilled working class

manual labour work 

Gender: Either male or female 

Agricultural sector

Supply partner of choice for New Zealand’s civil construction

industry.

High education: Engineers, farmers 

New Zealand



PERSONAL
INFORMATION 

Age: 26  

Work: Works as an apprentice

plumber for ABC Plumbing, 1 year to

go until he is qualified. 

Family: He Flats in Hamilton with 3

other flatmates and his girlfriend.

Mum and dad live 10 mins drive

away.

Character: Fun-loving, eager to

learn new things, determined to

finish his apprenticeship, Persistent,

problem solver.

Income: 40-60k a year

Gender: Male 

Ethnicity: Pakeha, New Zealand

 Education: Apprentice Plumbing. 

Location: Hamilton, New Zealand. 

LIFE STYLE 
Dean spends his spare time playing Fortnite with his buddies

at home. He spends a lot of his time at his family home in

Matangi. Dean has an apprenticeship at a small plumbing

business in Hamilton. During his time at the company, he has

learnt all sorts of different plumbing ways on how to fix things.

At the moment he is learning how to lay a drain and install it

onto someone's property.DEAN LITTLE 
A P P R E N T I C E  P L U M B E R  

Personality 

Extrovert 

Thinker

Intuitive

Perceiving

PAIN POINTS
AAs Dean works hard hours, he leaves little time to socialise

with his friends outside of work. As he would normally love to

go to the Pub and hang with his friends, working such long

hours means that he is constantly tired. 

As Dean is an apprentice, he requires help with some things

on how to properly to the action. Dean also doesn't have the

right tools necessary to help build and do the things necessary

for his apprenticeship. Deans boss has asked him with

recommendations on which draining pipes to use on this

specific place, however, Dean isn't sure which company would

be the best to use.

PROBLEM 
Needs to find a supplier that will produce goods that are

suitable for the job that is needing to be done (draining

pipelines) 

Required to find a place where the goods will be shipped

efficiently and get to the required destination fast. 

Dean is looking for more travel opportunities, however, he

can't find the time to do some research and find a suitable

place to relax after many hard months working. 

SOLUTION 
Hynds provides all of the right piping equipment for any job

necessary, they have a wide range of equipment that is

suitable for any job. They will provide equipment efficiently

and faster as they operate a fleet of 60 delivery trucks ensuring

reliable stock availability to all corners of the country.

If Dean shops at Hynds, he can get in the draw to win a trip

away to 5 destinations in the world without the need to

research or book. 

PREFFERD TARGET MARKET
Age: 25-50 

Income: Wealthy, 100k-150K 

Skilled working class

Manual labour work

Gender: Either male or female 

Agricultural sector

Supply partner of choice for New Zealand’s civil construction

industry.

High education: Engineers, farmers 

New Zealand



PERSONAL
INFORMATION 

Age: 68  

Work: Has worked in the hardware

industry for many years, now him

and his wife own a Hardware shop

together. 

Family: Lives with wife and has 2

kids,. All of the children are older and

are living their own lives. 

Character: Hard working, family

driven, determined, fun-loving. 

Income: 90-120K (depending on

how well the shop is going in that

year) 

Gender: Male 

Ethnicity: Pakeha, New Zealand

Education: Studied commerce at

the University of Auckland. 

Location: Taupo, New Zealand. 

LIFE STYLE 
Doug store is run by excellent managers, so he only comes

into the store occasionally. However, Doug is the man who

makes all of the orders for the shop, either it is from at home

or instore. Doug enjoys owning a shop as it gives him more

free time to be with his wife and grandchildren. Doug’s

hobbies included lawn bowls in which he frequently plays on

a Friday night at the local lawn bowls club. Most of Doug's

target market for the shop are tradies, farmers, and/or the

council who are wanting to buy bulk purchases.

DOUG SMITH  
H A R D W A R E  S H O P  O W N E R  

Personality 
Introvert 

Feeler 

Sensing 

Perceiving

PAIN POINTS
Doug regularly gets “returns” from some of his products and

wonders why this is as the company who shipped them to

him promised that they are top quality. 

During his ownership at the shop, Doug has noticed that the

quality of the piping products he receives regular haven't been

as good as he would have hoped for.

PROBLEM 
His previous suppliers are giving him bad quality goods that

are affecting his sales. He is looking for somewhere that can

provide him with the best possible products for the best

possible price. 

He wants to try and move his target market more into the civil

construction segment, aiming specifically at builders, and

council workers who work on roads. 

Doug is always looking for companies that provide incentives

when they shop with them. 

SOLUTION 
Hynds offers high-quality products with a great return. They

provide a wide range of different products from, piping to

drainage settings. 

Hynds can offer Doug all of their saleable products in order for

Doug to only stock their items, therefore targeting their

desired target market. 

Hynds new app gives customers an opportunity to get in the

draw to win a free trip (Bali, Vanuatu, Fiji, Samoa, Rarotonga).

the customers would come into the store and make a

purchase, the more purchases you make, the more chances

you have to win the trip. 

PREFFERD TARGET MARKET
Age: 25-50 

Income: Wealthy, 100k-150K

Skilled working class

Manual labour work

Gender: Either male or female.

Agricultural sector.

Supply partner of choice for New Zealand’s civil construction

industry.

High education: Engineers, farmers.

New Zealand. 



PERSONAL
INFORMATION 

Age: 35  

Work: Works at a local Earthworks

company as the Manager of the

Commercial services. 

Family: Married with 2 children all

under the age of 15. 

Character: Hard working,

determined, fun-loving, family driven.  

Income: 80-100K a year.

Gender: Male 

Ethnicity: Pakeha, New Zealand

Education: Did an apprenticeship for

an earthworks company in 2002.

Lockie worked his way up through

the company to become the

manager.

Location: Napier New Zealand. 

LIFE STYLE 
Lockie lives a relatively busy life. At home, he lives with his wife

and 2 kids all of age under 15. He enjoys going out and doing

fun activities with the kids and this is what they enjoy. Lockie

has a very social life with his work friends and his out of work

friends. Lockie loves his job as it allows him to work along-side

like-minded people. Lockie's main focus is to ensure that all of

the equipment is all up to date and ensuring that it will run

smoothly for the company to do the perceived job.
LOCKIE HUNTER 

M A N A G E R  A T  A N  E A R T H W O R K S
C O M P A N Y

Personality 
Extrovert 

Thinker

Intuitive  

Openness

PAIN POINTS
Lockie spends a lot of time at work, therefore, sometimes his

family is left suffering the consequences. For the company to

run smoothly, Lockie needs to get regular updates from the

different sites and see if the machinery/equipment is running

and not breaking as he has noticed recently the equipment he

has been purchasing have been useless and breaking more

often than they should be.

PROBLEM 
He needs to find a suitable supplier that will supply him with

bulk orders. 

He is also required to find somewhere that will make quick

deliveries to the workplace. 

Lockie is also always looking out for companies that work

alongside the community and provide incentives when you

purchase a good or service. so that the company can give back

to the community. 

SOLUTION 
Hynds will supply the company will bulk orders to satisfy
their customers. 
Hynds will supply the Earthworks company its equipment
efficiently as they operate a fleet of 60 delivery trucks
ensuring reliable stock availability to all corners of the
country.
Hynds new app gives customers an opportunity to get in the
draw to win a free trip (Bali, Vanuatu, Fiji, Samoa, Rarotonga).
the customers would come into the store and make a
purchase, the more purchases made, the more chances you
have to win the trip.

PREFFERD TARGET MARKET
Age: 25-50 

Income: Wealthy, 100k-150K

Skilled working class

Manual labour work

Gender: Either male or female.

Agricultural sector.

Supply partner of choice for New Zealand’s civil construction

industry.

High education: Engineers, farmers.

New Zealand. 



PLANNING

What the Client Needed/ Wanted:

Solution: Develop and Launch a Functional Loyalty
Application

A Hynds Branded Loyalty Web Application

User Flow:

User Flow Example:



We were given a basic outline of the step process our client
wanted users to go through. We took those steps and
mapped them our using flashcards to visualise what the
user would experience whilst using the app. Doing this
helps us to break down the user's experience to its simplest
of forms. Our goal here is to create a seamless experience
for the user.

UX Design:

Flash Card Layout Example:



UX Design:
Using flashcards and sketching out wireframes is a
great way to visualize ideas and map out the user
experience. As well, this helps us to better
communicate our design ideas with the client,
including them in the design process. 

Wireframe Sketch 1 Example:

 Login/Sign-up
Choose Trip
Start Spending to Earn

1.
2.
3.

3. Make Progress
4. Win!



 Login/ Sign-up 
Trip Selection (Choose
Trip)
 Trip Information/ Details
Trip Selected (Start
Spending to Earn)
Percentage % Achieved
(Make Progress)
Trip Achieved (Win!)

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Specific Trip
Details
Trips Earned
Trips Taken

User Name
User Email
User P/W
User Gender 

7. Trips 

8. User Profile

Wireframe Sketch 2 Example:



DESIGN

The Approach:
Art Direction:

We planned to follow the design concept we were
given. We did not stray far from this design and ensured
that new pages of the app that we created would tie
into the overall theme. 

Initial Design Concepts (We were Sent) Example:



Text
We were not given a lot of text content to implement
for this project. Because of this, we used text filler
(Loren Ipsum) where content such as trip details, terms
and conditions, etc would go. 

Colour
We kept a consistent theme of yellow, black and white
throughout the app's design. We introduced a brown
into some pages for the background to text sections, we
felt that this complimented the prominent yellow
theme that we used throughout the design.

Colour Theme Example:

Text content Example:



Photography
We were not given a brief on what trips would be used
as prizes to incentivise loyalty in this app as our client
had not yet decided on them. We chose to use tropical
countries for trip examples as the design concept had
made use of summer holiday images.  

Photography Assets Example:



UI Design:
Because we already had the majority of the pieces
needed to create the visual aspect of the app design
given to us by an external design team there was not a
lot of visual design we needed to do. The bulk of the
work we did in terms of designing the visual interface
for the app came in the prototyping stage in the form of
micro-interactions and page transitions.

App Design Examples:



PROTOTYPING

The Prototype:

Building the prototype
we could start making
the app interactive, this
meant adding in micro-
interaction and
animations. The
purpose of doing this is
to allow our client to
test our design before
we begin the
development phase. 

Video Run-through of App Prototype:

Click to start video example:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQUY1PcLWEKm9Cvw7mzRa0-fhS7SFouE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQUY1PcLWEKm9Cvw7mzRa0-fhS7SFouE/view?usp=sharing


DEVELOPMENT

Waiting on Client Approval:
Being a recent project we have only made it up to the
prototyping phase so far. We plan to begin
development as soon as our client signs-off on the
prototype we've sent them.



Being a recent project we have only made it up to the
prototyping phase so far. We plan to begin
development as soon as our client signs-off on the
prototype we've sent them.

Check out our interactive prototype by
clicking the phone below:

DEVELOPMENT

Waiting on Client Approval:

https://xd.adobe.com/view/b0fd831e-9a60-4d30-578f-8dd92b03de51-c6cc/


info@rove.agency

GET IN TOUCH

www.rove.agency

http://ryder.tech/

